
 

Addendum to the supplementary regulation of the Coupe de l’Avenir 2021. 

 

In order to follow the FIM standards of the MX2 category, the president of the 

jury and the clerk of the course ask you to take note of the following 

modifications: 

 

6 PARTICIPANTS : 
 

Each national team will consist of 3 riders. 
 

The riders of a team must be holders of the passport of the country they represent but 

can be holders of a license issuded by any FMN. 
 

The meeting is entered on the “FIM-EUROPE”  MX Open Calendar  and is open for riders 

in possession of an European, International, or a National License with a start permission of 

their FMN valid for this event. (insurance according to the FIM/FIM-EUROPE conditions). 

A change of rider can be authorised till the end of the Technical Verifications prior to the 

meeting. 
 

The « Coupe de l’Avenir Open » is open to riders who are at least 13 years old for 

EMX125cc, 14 years  for EMX250,  15 years for EMX2T  and 16 years for EMX OPEN.  

The limit for the minimum age starts on the date of the rider’s birthday. 

The maximum age is 17 for the EMX 125cc and 21 years for EMX250&EMX OPEN. 

The maximum age finishes at the end of the calendar year in which the rider reaches 

the age of 17 or 21 years. 
 

Riders born between: -     01/01/2004 and 25/09/2008 for EMX125cc 

- 01/01/2000 and 25/09/2007 for EMX250 

- 01/01/2000 and 25/09/2006 for EMX2T 

- 01/01/2000 and 25/09/2005 for EMX OPEN 

Following riders are not allowed to participate in the “Coupe de l’Avenir Open”: 

- The riders classified among the first 3 of the final standings of a World 

Championship   MXGP/MX2 of the past years or the current year. 

- A rider who won individually the “Coupe de l’Avenir Open” in the past. 



The national teams are to be composed as follows: 

Rider 1:One rider in “MX2”class (on a EMX 125cc or EMX250 2or4 stroke 

motorcycle) : 

Up to 125cc 2 stroke engines  for EMX 125cc 

over 175cc and up to 250cc for 2-stroke and 4-stroke engines for EMX 250cc 

Rider 2:One rider in “125cc 2T” class (on a EMX125cc motorcycle) : 

 up to 125cc for 2-stroke engines 

Rider 3:One rider in “Open” class (on a EMX125cc/250cc/2T/OPEN motorcycle) : 

from 125cc up to 500cc for 2-stroke and over 175cc up to 650cc for 4-stroke 

engines. 

 

The « Coupe 85cc.» is open to riders who are at least 11 years old.   

The limit for the minimum age starts on the date of the rider’s birthday. 

The maximum age is 14 years. 

The maximum age finishes at the end of the calendar year in which the rider 

reaches the age of 14 years. 

 

Riders born between 01/01/2007 and 25/09/2010. 
 

A rider already individually winner of the Coupe 85cc can no more participate 

in this Coupe. 
 

Each national team will consist of 3 riders. 

The national teams will be composed as follows: 

3 riders on motorcycles as follows:  
 

The 3 riders on a motorcycle with capacity of 65cc to 85cc – 2-stroke engines 
 

The « Coupe 65cc.» is open to riders who have reached the minimum age of 8 

year. 

The limit for the minimum age starts on the rider’s birthday.  

The maximum age is 12 years. 

 

The maximum age finishes at the end of the calendar year in which the rider 

reaches the age of 12 years 
 

Riders born between 01/01/2009 and 25/09/2013. 
 

A rider already individually winner of the Coupe 65cc can no more participate in 

this Coupe. 
 

Each national team will consist of 3 riders. 
 

The national teams will be composed as follows: 

The 3 riders on 50cc to 65cc motorcycles for 2-stroke engines. 

 


